
 

 
“I agree to this Constitution with all its faults, if they are such: because I think a General Government necessary for us, and there is no Form of 

Government but what may be a Blessing to the People if well-administered; and I believe farther that this is likely to be well-administered for a 

Course of Years and can only end in Despotism as other Forms have done before it, when the People shall become so corrupted as to need Despotic 

Government, being incapable of any other.”  

Benjamin Franklin. 

 
The love of power drives humans to weaken, destroy, and profit on the suffering of others and of nature. 

 

The power of love drives humans to create and regenerate for the betterment of humanity and abundant life. 

 

It is better to be castigated for the latter.  

 
A FULLER Life. 

 
Moderation in a time of zealotry and blowback. 

 

Comprehensivist Sovereign Constitutional Egalitarian Regenerative Self-Reliant Agrarians Engineers Designers Farmers Gardeners Planners Builders. 

 

Brotherhood. Unity. E Pluribus Unum. Philanthropy. Agrarianism. Constitutionalism. Egalitarianism. Regenerative Urban and Rural Living. Self-Reliant 

Urban and Rural Communities. Diversity. Inclusion. Ecology. Liberty. Freedom. Justice. Self-Defense. Fanfare for Common Men and Women. Peace.  

A Well-Defined Whole. 

 

It’s a BIG IDEA. 

 

Distributed Power. 

 

A core belief of transcendentalism is in the inherent goodness of people and nature. Adherents believe that society and its institutions have 

corrupted the purity of the individual and nature, and they have faith that people are at their best when truly "self-reliant" and independent.  

 “Confident that with YOUR help, man will be what he was born to be: free and independent.” 

“Does the INDIVIDUAL have the courage to really go along with the TRUTH?” 

“One person can make a difference, and everyone should try.” 

“It is a crime for any citizen to shrink from controversy.” 

“When TRUTH represents an existential threat, then censorship is deployed.” 

“Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable.” 

John F. Kennedy. 
I think it’s time to get ready! 

Autarky: If your time to you is worth savin’! 

Love : Gratitude : Joy  : Counsel of the Wise. : Desiderata. :  ko:yaa:nis:qatsi : FMEA (of the old republic). : Forever young! : old days. 

January 15, 2020. 

 

……starts with one person, one relationship, one family, one neighbor, one neighborhood, one village, one community, one city, one state, 

one nation, at a time....simultaneously. 

 
 

 
 

 

X = ideas + energy + inspiration + ability + attitude 

+ production + communication + deployment + love + 

gratitude + joy + peace + philanthropy + brotherhood + 

effectiveness + teaching + art-history + action = a 

well-defined healthy whole = REGENERATIVE globalism = 

= TRUTH. 

 

BREAKTHROUGH ENERGY. : Go.Out.Do. 

 

 

Y = globalist-oligarch-eugenicists   x  ridiculed 
purchased political parties  x  career 

lobbyists  x  globalist mainstream 

media   x  career unelected  Deep State 
bureaucrats  x  Hollywood elites  x  unprosecuted 

corruption  x  globalist banking 
cartels  x  purchased 

sycophants  x  pharmacological 

reprogramming   x  gross incompetence  x lust for 

power  x love of money  x  conspicuous consumption 

x corporate fascism  x loss of Good Samaritans  x 
accelerated singularity x plate tectonics x 

natural climate change x serial polluters 

x  Institutionalized ROT  x Self-organizing 
criticality 

"God integrates empirically."    
-Albert Einstein. 

Y  = old republic COLLECTIVIST NETWORK 

globalism  = THE SWAMP. 

 
SYNCHRONICITY and ELECTRIC UNIVERSE. Sent from the New Republic. 
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CONSTITUTIONALISM.….is the new counterculture! 
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